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The illustration above is an example of the “SOUND” menu, to enter this menu press the “SYS” button, then
select “SOUND”. Here the user can adjust the volume of the key, alarm and trim beeps they can be
individually adjusted or all muted (QUIET). Via the “NO POT” entry line a knobs and/or sliders can be used
to individually adjust the volume when outside this menu, they can also be combined with haptic if required,
of which the strength can also be adjusted in the HAPTIC option.

6.1.24

EXTRA MIXER REVIEW

Overview of the extra mixer menu screen
In order to meet the demands of user’s individual requirements to accomplish model customization, the user
can customize the mixer setting to achieve configurations beyond the present transmitter mixes.
The user can edit 32 mixers in total from MIXER1 to MIXER32 and switch to different mixers through PgUp
and PgDn. The first four mixers are named AIL, ELE, THR and RUD by default and the user can change
names of each mixer. Each mixer can be considered as one channel, however there is no sequence
differences among all of them. The detailed output sequence is determined by mixer of corresponding
channels in output map.
Place the cursor to EDIT and press ok to enter the modification interface of each mixer and then press ok
after modification to save. Place the cursor to the following mixer list and the first slot in the list will light up.
At this time press ok to select slot and switch to different slots through ENTER and press ok again and an
operation box will pop up for edit, create and delete.
Edit: Edit the currently selected slot.
Create: Create a new slot below the selected one.
Delete: Delete the currently selected slot.
Edit of slot.
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PAGE 1/4

Overview of the mixer edit menu 1/4 menu screen
The interface is about some basic settings of the slot, which from the top to the bottom are
ENABLE - control the effectiveness of the mixer; SRC – the control source of the slot; SW - enable switch;
METHROD- algorithm of mixer control and FLIGHT CON- flight mode. The flight mode and SW has a
relationship of “and”, which means the slot will take effect and participate in the algorithm of mixer control
only when the switch is on and it is in corresponding flight mode. If the option of “SW” is “-“, it means on by
default.

PAGE 2/4

Overview of the mixer edit menu 2/4 menu screen
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The second interface is for the setting of coefficient (i.e. rate) when participating in the algorithm of mixer
control. Separate setting shall be done divided into two parts at the midpoint of the control source and five
different coefficients can be set in total. The user can configure switches for these five coefficients for on or
being effective when entering a certain flight mode (SW and FLIGHT CON have a relationship of “or”.).
When several coefficients take effect, algorithm shall be executed based on w5 with top priority and w1
lowest.

PAGE 3/4

Overview of the mixer edit menu 3/4 menu screen
The third interface is for the setting of OFFSET values for five groups. The setting and execution relationship
is basically the same as interface 2.

PAGE 4/4

Overview of the mixer edit menu 4/4 menu screen
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This interface is for the setting of five curves for the slot and the curves are directly called, which need to be
edited in CURVE LIB and other settings and execution relationship is basically the same as interface 2.

6.2 · MODEL (HELICOPTER) REVIEW IMAGES INTRO
This section of the manual goes specifically about predefined helicopters mixes, there are six types of swash
plate settings available. During and/or after the creation of a helicopter model, the user can choose
preprogramed settings from the second tab to select the desired settings.
stole images from futaba need to replaced

H-1 TYPE: Is commonly known as a "Pure Function"
or "single servo" (most flybarless helicopters use this
type).

H-4 TYPE: Has the input points positioned as
illustrated, and has a 4 servo CCPM, with the servos
positioned at 90 degrees from each other.

HE3 TYPE: Has the input points positioned as
illustrated. The Aileron and pitch servos (at 180
degrees) tilt the swashplate left and right. The

H-3 TYPE: Has the input points positioned as
illustrated. The Aileron and pitch servos (at 80
degrees) tilt the swashplate left and right. The
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HR3 TYPE: Has the input points positioned at 120
degrees. Other than that H-3 operation is almost
identical to HE3 and HR3.

H-4X TYPE: Has the input points positioned as
illustrated, and has a 4 servo CCPM, with the servos
positioned at 90 degrees from each other, but at 45
degrees from the center line.

NOTE: “CCPM” stands fore “Cyclic-Collective-Pitch-Mixing”, this can be done either mechanical or via
channel mixing.

6.2.1

PITCH CURVE

Overview of the mixer edit menu 4/4 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “PIT CURVE” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
and then select “PIT CURVE”. Here the user can adjust the pitch curve on each individual flight mode to
facilitate the required settings to ensure optimal operation. Pitch curve represents the main blade angles and
should be setup according to the models limitations, these limits can be found in its user’s manual. When
setting up a model, the user can setup the pitch curve using a special pitch angle measuring tool to acquire
the desired setting for each of the available ”FLIGHT MODES”. The operation of this menu is similar to
setting up “CURVE LIBRARY” and “MIXER”, there will be a more detailed instruction in the “setup guide” on
how to use this menu.
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Left side of the screen

"NOR", "IDLE1", "IDLE2", "IDLE3", "HOLD" represent the available flight modes that can be selected.

Center of the screen

“EXP” : Automatically generated Exponential curves are produced when using this feature, +100 to -100 can
be programmed, with + reducing and – increasing the sensitivity near the center. “weight” represents the
“RATES”, reducing the number will limit servo travel. +100 (deflection until programmed end points) to -100
(complete reversal of travel direction). “offset” is used to relocate the center position.
“LINE/SMOOTH” : Are used to manually adjust the shape of the curve. Up to 7 segments can be adjusted
either via straight lines or smooth curves, depending on the selected option.

Right side of the screen

Depicts a visual aid to assist the user during programming.
CAUTION: Never exceed the maximum blade angle limits specified by the models manufacturer, failing
to do so can lead to structural damage, and can lead to components being ejected from the model at high
velocity!

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to check the made changes in the monitor menu, without
having to scroll through the menu.

6.2.2

THROTTLE MIX

The illustration below is an example of the “THROTTLE MIX” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “THROTTLE MIX”. Here the user can mix aileron, rudder and elevator with throttle, this to
compensate for reduce of rpm caused by the angle change of main or tail blade. By activating the mix the
user gets two “rate” options for the two side of the stick，user can set different rates for each flight mode and
the possibility to assign the mix to a switch.

Overview of the throttle mix menu screen
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Setting up throttle mix: “FLIGHT MODE” can be selected in the lower right corner of the menu (The default
mode is NORMAL), In order to make changes the user must first activate (select and change the INH icon to
ACT) the required throttle mix.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
CAUTION: We recommend to ALWAYS! Remove the blades during testing, if this is not possible make sure
you take the appropriate safety precautions.
NOTE: FBL systems do not require the use of the “THROTTLE MIX” function. This is only valid if your model
is equipped with a fly-bar.

6.2.3

SWASH RING

Overview of the swash ring menu screen

Left side of the screen

“RATE” : Represents the total deflection range of the three channels. Changes to this setting will effect “AIL”,
“ELE”.
“AIL” : Represents the aileron channel, its deflection limit can be set up here.
“ELE” : Represents the elevator channel, its deflection limit can be set up here.
“PITCH” : Represents the pitch angle of the blades, the maximum defection angle can be set up here.

Right side of the screen

Depicts a visual aid to assist the user during programming.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to check the made changes in the monitor menu, without
having to scroll through the menu.
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NOTE: FBL systems do not require the use of the”SWASH RING” (plate) menu. In order to adjust the cyclic
servo travel limits, please refer to the manual that is supplied with the model.

6.2.4

PITCH→RUDDER

The illustration below is an example of the “PITCH->RUDDER” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “PITCH->RUDDER”. Here the user can mix “PITCH” with “RUDDER”, this to
automatically counter the generated torque created by the main rotor. When using a model with a tail rotor
without variable pitch, the user can install a gyro to compensate for the generated coupling.

Overview of the pitch->rudder menu screen

Left side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
"NOR", "IDLE1", "IDLE2", "IDLE3", "HOLD" represent the available flight conditions that can be selected.

Center of the screen

“EXP” : Automatically generated Exponential curves are produced when using this feature, +100 to -100 can
be programmed, with + reducing and – increasing the sensitivity near the center. “weight” represents the
“RATES”, reducing the number will limit servo travel. +100 (deflection until programmed end points) to -100
(complete reversal of travel direction). “offset” is used to relocate the center position.
“LINE/SMOOTH” : Are used to manually adjust the shape of the curve. Up to7 segments can be adjusted
either via straight lines or smooth curves, depending on the selected option.

Right side of the screen

Depicts a visual aid to assist the user during programming.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to check the made changes in the monitor menu, without
having to scroll through the menu.
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6.2.5

GYRO

Overview of the pitch->rudder menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “GYRO” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button, then
select “GYRO”. Here the user can remotely (only if the installed model hardware supports this feature)
adjust the gain on a 3 axis gyro on each of the 5 available “flight modes” (The default value is 50). To
guarantee correct operation of the gyro, closely follow the manual recommendations supplied with the unit.
"NOR", "IDLE1", "IDLE2", "IDLE3", "HOLD" represent the available flight modes.

6.3 · MODEL (AIRPLANE)
This section of the manual covers fixed wing airplanes and the predefined mixes that are only shared with
glider model types.

6.3.1

PITCH CURVE (FIXED-WING)

Overview of the pitch curve menu screen
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The illustration above is an example of the “PIT CURVE” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
and then select “PIT CURVE”. Here the user can set up five pitch curves when using a variable pitch
propeller. Some planes are fitted with a variable pitch propeller to allow variable thrust at a constant RPM,
4D and scale models may allow reversal of the thrust direction. The operation of this menu is similar to
setting up “CURVE LIBRARY” and “MIXER”, there will be a more detailed instruction in the “setup guide” on
how to use these menus.

Left side of the screen

“PIT_C1-5” represent the 5 available setup lines.

Centre of the screen

“EXP” : Automatically generated Exponential curves are produced when using this feature, +100 to -100 can
be programmed, with + reducing and – increasing the sensitivity near the center. “weight” represents the
“RATES”, reducing the number will limit servo travel. +100 (deflection until programmed end points) to -100
(complete reversal of travel direction). “offset” is used to relocate the center position.
“LINE/SMOOTH” : Are used to manually adjust the shape of the curve. Up to7 segments can be adjusted
either via straight lines or smooth curves, depending on the selected option.

Right side of the screen

Depicts a visual aid to assist the user during programming.

CAUTION: Never exceed the maximum blade angle limits specified by the models manufacturer, failing to
do so can lead to structural damage, and can lead to components being ejected from the model at high velocity!
CAUTION: We recommend ALWAYS! Remove the propellers during testing, if this is not possible make sure
you take the appropriate safety precautions.
NOTE: This feature requires a model that has a variable pitch propeller system.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.2

AILERON DIFFERENTIAL

Overview of the swash ring menu screen
Shown on the illustration above is an example of the “AIL DIFF” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “AIL DIFF”. Here the user can adjust the travel range of each roll direction. Up to 4
aileron channels can be programmed, to a range from -100 to +100. On wings without a symmetrical air foil,
identical opposite aileron deflection will results in an uneven increase of drag and a reduction of lift, this due
to the uneven aerofoil shape created after the movement of the control surfaces. This will lead to (unwanted)
coupling, and can be reduced by programming aileron differential (uneven aileron deflection) to equalize the
drag numbers and reduce the loss of lift. When in a banked corner, the lower wing aileron deflection is set
up to deflect less than the upper wing. When using glider type the settings can be assigned individually to
the five available glider “FLIGHT MODES”.
“AIL1-4” : Represent the 4 available aileron channels.
“LEFT-RIGHT” : Allows setting up the aileron differential.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.3

FLAP SET

Overview of the flap setup menu screen
Shown on the illustration above is an example of the “FLAP SET” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “FLAP SET” Here the user can adjust the travel range on up to 4 flap channels to a range
from -100 (reversed signal) to +100 (default setting), and adjust their individual neutral positions by adjusting
the offset value.
When using glider type the settings can be assigned individually to the five available glider “FLIGHT
MODES”.

Left side of the screen

“FLP-FLP4” represents the four available flap channels assigned to the flap switch.
“UP-DOWN” allows programing of flap travel.
“OFFSET” allows changing the neutral position.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.

CAUTION: When setting up flaps with only 1 travel direction, we recommend to program them with the
model powered, this to prevent damage to the model caused by the flaps hitting endpoints when the flaps are
activated.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.4

AILERON→CAMBER FLAP

Overview of the aileron->camberflap menu screen
Shown on the illustration above is an example of the “AIL->CMBFLP” mix menu, to enter this menu press
the “MDL” button, then select “AIL-CMBFLP” Here the user can mix ailerons with flaps. If the user
experiences an insufficient roll rate during full aileron, deflection, or just wants to achieve the highest roll rate
possible, the user can program flaps to function as ailerons (flaperons) via the “AILERON->CAMBER FLAP”
menu. The intensity of the mix can be set up within a range of -100 / +100. A switch can be assigned to give
the user the option to turn the mix on or off. Any dual-rate function applied to ailerons will automatically apply
to flaps. The user must first activate the mix before changes can be made. Depending on airplane/glider
configuration (Low-mid-high wing), elevator and/or rudder coupling characteristics may change when mixing
flaps with ailerons.

Left side of the screen

“FLP-FLP2” : Represents the two available flap channels to be mixed with aileron.
“LEFT-RIGHT” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.5

AILERON→ BRAKE FLAP

Overview of the aileron brakeflap menu screen
Shown on the illustration above is an example of the “AIL->BRKFLP” mix menu, to enter this menu press the
“MDL” button, then select “AIL->BRKFLP”. Here the user can mix the brake flaps (spoilers) in with ailerons,
this to counter the possible coupling generated during aileron operation.

Left side of the screen

“FLP3-FLP4” : Represents the two available brake flap channels to be mixed with aileron.
“LEFT-RIGHT” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.6

BRAKE FLAP→CAMBER FLAP

Overview of the brakeflap->camberflap menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “BRKFLP->CMBFLP” mix menu, to enter this menu press the
“MDL” button, then select “BRK->CMB”. Here the user can program the camber flaps to function as brake
flaps, and assign it to a switch. When the user experiences insufficient effect and/or unwanted coupling
during brake flap operation, the option to mix in the camber flaps is available in this menu.

Left side of the screen

“FLP-FLP2” : Represents the two available flap channels to be mixed with brake flaps.
“UP-DOWN” : Allows programing of mix strength (-110/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.
“OFFSET” : Allows changing the neutral position.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.7

AILERON→RUDDER

Overview of the aileron->rudder menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “AIL->RUD” mix menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “AIL->RUD”. Here the user can mix aileron with rudder to compensate for coupling than
may be generated on certain airplane/glider configurations, and assign it to a switch. To enable changes to
be made, the user must first activate the mix by selecting the ACT icon it the bottom right of the screen. On
some airplanes (depending on layout, aerofoil type, etc.) a coupling moment on the rudder (yaw) axis is
generated when applying aileron, this due to the differential of frontal drag numbers generated by the
difference in the resulting aerofoil shapes (comparing LH and RH wing). To counter this some opposite
rudder can be mixed, to reduce the work load of the pilot. The mix can be separately programed for each
deflection direction, and on models fitted with dual tail/rudder surfaces and/or servos.

Left side of the screen

“RUD-RUD2” : Represents the two available rudder channels to be mixed with aileron.
“LEFT-RIGHT” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.8

RUDDER → AILERON

Overview of the rudder->aileron menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “RUD->AIL” mix menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “RUD->AIL”. Here the user can mix rudder with aileron to compensate for coupling than
may be generated on certain airplane/glider configurations, and assign it to a switch. To enable changes to
be made, the user must first activate the mix by selecting the ACT icon it the bottom right of the screen. On
some airplanes (depending on layout, aerofoil type, etc.) a large coupling moment on both the aileron (roll)
and elevator (pitch) axis is generated when applying rudder, this can occur on models where the rudder
moment force is applied above/below of the center of gravity. To counter this some opposite aileron can be
mixed in, to reduce the work load of the pilot. The mix can be separately programed for each deflection
direction, and on models fitted with 4 aileron control surfaces and/or servos.

Left side of the screen

“AIL-AIL4” : Represents the four available aileron channels to be mixed with rudder.
“LEFT-RIGHT” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.9

RUDDER → ELEVATOR

Overview of the rudder->elevator 1/2 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “RUD->ELE” mix menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “RUD->ELE”. Here the user can mix rudder with elevator to compensate for coupling
than may be generated on certain airplane/glider configurations, and assign it to a switch. To enable
changes to be made, the user must first activate the mix by selecting the ACT icon it the bottom right of the
screen. . On some airplanes (depending on layout, aerofoil type, etc.) a large coupling moment on both the
elevator (pitch) axis and aileron (roll) is generated when applying rudder. This can occur on models where
the rudder moment force is applied above/below of the center of gravity. To counter this some nose up/down
elevator can be mixed in, to reduce the work load of the pilot.

Left side of the screen

“ELE-ELE2” : Represents the two available elevator channels to be mixed with rudder.
“LEFT_RIGHT” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100%) on both deflection directions, for each of
the available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
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Overview of the rudder->elevator 2/2 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of page three of the “RUD->ELE” menu, here the user can set up the
second half of the mix.

Left side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.

Center of the screen

“EXP” : Automatically generated Exponential curves are produced when using this feature, +100 to -100 can
be programmed, with + reducing and – increasing the sensitivity near the center. “weight” represents the
“RATES”, reducing the number will limit servo travel. +100 (deflection until programmed end points) to -100
(complete reversal of travel direction). “offset” is used to relocate the center position.
“LINE/SMOOTH” : Are used to manually adjust the shape of the curve. Up to7 segments can be adjusted
either via straight lines or smooth curves, depending on the selected option.

Right side of the screen

Depicts a visual aid to assist the user during programming.

CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to check the made changes in the monitor menu, without
having to scroll through the menu.
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6.3.10

CAMBER MIX

Overview of the camber mix 1/2 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “CAMBER MIX” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “CAMBER MIX”. Here the user can ajusts the rate of camber operation for the wing
camber（ailerons，camber flaps，brake flaps）in the negative and positive directions. The aileron，flap，
and elevator rates can also be adjusted independently and attitude changes caused by camber operation
can be corrected. In glider mode，user can set different rate for each flight mode.

Left side of the screen

“AIL-AIL4”: Represents the four available aileron channels. “ELE” : Represents the elevator channel.
“UP-DOWN” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
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Overview of the camber mix 2/2 menu screen

The illustration above is an example of page two of the “CAMBER MIX” menu, here the user can set up the
second half of the mix.

Left side of the screen

“FLP-FLP4” : Represent the four available flap channels.
“LEFT_RIGHT” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.

CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended, and lead to damage and/or serious injury.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.11

ELEVATOR→CAMBER

Overview of the elevator->camber 1/3 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “ELE-CAMBER” (elevon) mix menu, to enter this menu press the
“MDL” button, then select “ELE-CAMBER”. Here the user mix in ailerons (flaperons) with elevator, and
assign it to a switch. To enable changes to be made, the user must first activate the mix by selecting the
ACT icon it the bottom right of the screen.

Left side of the screen

“AIL-AIL4” : Represents the 4 available aileron/flap channels.
“UP-DOWN” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
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Overview of the elevator->camber 2/3 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of page two of the “ELE-CAMBER” menu, here the user can set up the
second half of the mix.

Left side of the screen

“FLP-FLP4” : Represent the four available flap channels.
“UP-DOWN” : Allows programing of mix strength (-100/+100) on both deflection directions, for each of the
available channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.

Overview of the elevator->camber 3/3 menu screen
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The illustration above is an example of page three of the “ELE-CAMBER” menu, here the user can set up
the third part of the mix.

Left side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.

Center of the screen

“EXP” : Automatically generated Exponential curves are produced when using this feature, +100 to -100 can
be programmed, with + reducing and – increasing the sensitivity near the center. “weight” represents the
“RATES”, reducing the number will limit servo travel. +100 (deflection until programmed end points) to -100
(complete reversal of travel direction). “offset” is used to relocate the center position.
“LINE/SMOOTH” : Are used to manually adjust the shape of the curve. Up to7 segments can be adjusted
either via straight lines or smooth curves, depending on the selected option.

Right side of the screen

Depicts a visual aid to assist the user during programming.

CAUTION: Beware of the lift bleeding effect (when using a negative setting) during high speed exit out of a
dive, as the reduced/reversed lift will make the airplane slip (drift), this may result in a high speed collision with
the ground.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.12

CAMBER FLAP → ELEVATOR

Overview of the camberflap->elevator 1/2 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “CMBRFLP-ELE” mix menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “CMBRFLP-ELE”. Here the user can mix elevator with flaps to compensate for coupling
than may be generated on certain airplane/glider configurations, and assign it to a switch. To enable
changes to be made, the user must first activate the mix by selecting the ACT icon it the bottom right of the
screen. On some airplanes (depending on layout, aerofoil type, etc.) a coupling moment on the elevator
(pitch) axis is generated when applying aileron, this due to the differential of frontal drag numbers generated
by the difference in the resulting aerofoil shapes (comparing LH and RH wing). To counter this some elevator
can be mixed in, to reduce the work load of the pilot. The mix can be separately programed for each
deflection direction, and on models fitted with two elevator surfaces/halves.

Left side of the screen

“ELE-ELE2” : Represents the two available elevator channels to be mixed with flaps.
“UP-DOWN” : Allows programing of two separate deflection rates for each of the available

channels.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
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CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.

6.3.13

AIRBRAKE (FIXED-WING)

Overview of the airbrake 1/2 menu screen
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The illustration above is an example of the “AIRBRAKE” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
then select “AIRBRAKE”. Here the user can assign a switch to function as airbrake. Airbrakes are commonly
used to lose altitude on final, and/or to bleed lift directly after landing to reduce the roll out distance. When
using 4 wing servos, the user can individually program them to extend in opposite direction (2 up, 2 down),
this to maximize brake force will maintaining aerodynamic balance. The elevator can be mixed in to counter
coupling (pitch axis) during brake operation, and/or to increase the maximum braking force.

Left side of the screen

“AIL-AIL4” : Represents the 4 available aileron channels, and allows changes to the deployment position.
“ELE” : Represents the elevator channel, and allows changes fore braking and/ or counter coupling.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.

Overview of the airbrake 2/2 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of page two of the “AIRBRAKE” menu, here the user can set up the
second half of the mix.

Left side of the screen

“ELE2” : Represents the elevator channel, and allows changes fore braking and/ or counter coupling.
“FLP-FLP4” : Represents the 4 available flap channels, and allows changes to the deployment position.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix to a switch or knob.
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CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.

6.3.14

SNAP ROLL

Overview of the snaproll 1/2 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “SNAP ROLL” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
then select “SNAP ROLL”. Here the user can program the four directions of a snap roll and assign each
direction to a separate switch as well as setting up the deflection rate of the three individual control surfaces.
We installed a safety feature via an activation switch option to prevent accidental operation in the pits and/or
during landings etc. To enable changes to be made, the user must first activate the mix by selecting the ACT
icon it the bottom right of the screen. Use PgUp and PgDn to scroll between the two menu pages. There will
be a more detailed instruction in the “setup guide” on how to use this menu.
Left side of the screen
“R/U and R/D” : Represents the right hand side up and down programing line.
“L/U and L/D” : Represents the left hand side up and down programing line.

Top of the screen

“AIL-AIL4” : Represents the four available aileron channels.
”SWITCH” : Represents the column were switches can be assigned to active to programmed snap-roll
function.

Bottom of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SF SW” : The “save switch” option is used to assign a switch to disarm the mix, to prevent accidental
operation of the snap roll function.
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Overview of the snaproll 2/2 menu screen
The illustration above is an example of page two of the “SNAP ROLL” menu, here the user can set up the
second half of the mix.

Left side of the screen

“R/U and R/D” : Represents the right hand side up and down programing line.
“L/U and L/D” : Represents the left hand side up and down programing line.

Top of the screen

“ELE and EL2”: Represents the two available elevator channels.
“RUD and RUD2” : Represents the two available rudder channels.
”SWITCH” : Represents the column were switches can be assigned to active to programmed snap-roll
function.

Bottom of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SF SW” : The “save switch” option is used to assign a switch to disarm the mix, to prevent accidental
operation of the snap roll function.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.15

AILEVATOR

Overview of the ailevator menu screen
With mix inhibited adjusted limits elevator travel still active
The illustration above is an example of the “AILEVATOR” mix menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “AILEVATOR”. Here the user can mix in elevator with ailerons, and assign it to a switch.
To enable changes to be made, the user must first activate the mix by selecting the ACT icon it the bottom
right of the screen. It is commonly used on jet type models, and on planes without ailerons, but it requires
two elevator surfaces to function as intended.

Left side of the screen

“ELE and EL2” : Represents the two available elevator channels.
“ELEVATOR” : Represents the programing line to set the elevator end points.
“AILERON” : Represents the programing line to set up the mix strength (-100/+100%).

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.3.16

RUDDER SETUP (FLYING WING)

Overview of the rudder setup menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “RUD SET” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
then select “RUD SET”. Here the user can assign and set up rudder deflection limits for both directions,
there will be a more detailed instruction in the “setup guide” on how to use this menu.
“RUD-RUD2” : Represents the two available rudder channels.
“LEFT-RIGHT” : Allows programing of the deflection limits for both directions.

CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.
NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.4 · MODEL (GLIDER)
“GLIDER” shares a lot of predefined mixes with “FIXED WING”, most of the will be covered in the “FIXED
WING” chapter of the manual. The “setup guide” will go in to more detail about how to program a “GLIDER”.

6.4.1

MOTOR CURVE

Overview of the motor curve menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “MOTOR CURVE” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL”
button, then select “MOTOR CURVE”. Here the user can adjust the throttle curve. The function of this menu
is to adjust the correlation between the transmitters throttle stick position and the actual power units power
setting.

Left side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on and off.

Center of the screen

“EXP” : Automatically generated Exponential curves are produced when using this feature, +100 to -100 can
be programmed, with + reducing and – increasing the sensitivity near the center. “weight” represents the
“RATES”, reducing the number will limit servo travel. +100 (deflection until programmed end points) to -100
(complete reversal of travel direction). “offset” is used to relocate the center position.
“LINE/SMOOTH” : Are used to manually adjust the shape of the curve. Up to7 segments can be adjusted
either via straight lines or smooth curves, depending on the selected option.

Right side of the screen

Depicts a visual aid to assist the user during programming.
CAUTION: We recommend to ALWAYS! Remove the propellers during testing, if this is not possible make
sure you take the appropriate safety precautions.
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NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return to
the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to check the made changes in the monitor menu, without
having to scroll through the menu.

6.4.2

BUTTERFLY IMAGE(PAGE2)

Overview of the butterfly menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “BUTTERFLY” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
then select “BUTTERFLY”. Here the user can setup this menu to function as a crow mix. The control input
to be used can be set up in “INPUT MAP” by adding the required input in the ”BUTTERFLY” slot. The
function of this menu can be to create a drag and/or lift by moving the ailerons, flaps and spoilers. When the
user needs to compensate for coupling that results in a change in pitch, the option to mix in the elevator is
available. If required “FLIGHT MODES” and/or switches can be assigned to allow multiple settings and/or
changes in “RATES”, “EPXO” and “WEIGHT”, there will be a more detailed instruction in the “setup guide”
on how to use this menu.

Left side of the screen

“AIL-AIL4” : Represents the 4 available aileron/flap channels.
“ELE” : Represents the elevator channel.
“UP-DOWN” : Allows programing of two separate deflection directions for each of the available channels,
and can be setup independently for each flight mode.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the mix for each individual flight mode to a switch.
"LAUNCH", "SPEED", "CRUISE", "THERMAL", "LANDING" : Represent the available flight modes that can
be selected.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.
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NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return to
the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to check the made changes in the monitor menu, without
having to scroll through the menus.

6.4.3

TRIM MIX IMAGE(PAGE2)

Overview of the trim mix menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “TRIM MIX” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
then select “TRIM MIX”. Here the user can set up the required trim depending on the corresponding “flight
mode”. The user must first activate the mix by selecting the ACT icon it the bottom right of the screen. The
primary function of this menu feature is to accommodate multiple trim settings depending on the selected
“flight mode”, giving the user the option to trim in each mode depending on the requirements.

Left side of the screen

“AIL-AIL4” : Represents the 4 available aileron/flap channels.
“ELE” : Represents the elevator channel.
“OFFSET”: Use to set up the neutral position.

Right side of the screen

“ACT” : Turns the mix on or off.
“SWITCH” : Is used to assign the individual flight mode to a switch or knob.
"LAUNCH", "SPEED", "CRUISE", "THERMAL", "LANDING" : Represent the available flight modes that can
be selected.
CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to check the made changes in the monitor menu, without
having to scroll through the menu.
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6.4.4

RUDDER SETUP

Overview of the rudder setup menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “RUD SET” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button,
then select “RUD SET”. Here the user can assign and set up rudder deflection limits for both directions on 5
different “flight modes/condition”.

Left side of the screen

“RUD-RUD2” : Represents the two available rudder channels, and can be setup independently for each
flight mode/condition.
“LEFT-RIGHT” : Allows programing of the deflection limits for both directions.

Right side of the screen

"LAUNCH", "SPEED", "CRUISE", "THERMAL", "LANDING" : Represent the available flight modes that can
be selected.

CAUTION: Always check for correct system operation, after making changes to flight control related mixes.
Pay close attention to surface travel near and at the endpoints, incorrect endpoint setup will cause the mix to
stop working as intended.

NOTE: Press and hold the “RTN” button to instantly enter the “Monitor” menu, press “RTN” again to return
to the previous menu. This shortcut allows the user to quickly check any changes made.
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6.4.5

MOTOR

Overview of the motor menu screen

The illustration above is an example of the “MOTOR” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button, then
select “MOTOR”. Here the user can assign a switch to set up a safe and a start position.
This function allows the user to assign a control to the MOTOR. Once this function an the switches was
active, the channel of “MOTOR” can be operated normally. For example, when the motor of the glider is just
used for getting enough attitude， then user can set a desired throttle value with the control source of
“MOTOR”, just use the swtiches to turn on/off motor.
“ACT” : Turns the function on or off.
“SWITCH” : Allows setting up the switch used to activate the MOTOR function.
“START” : Allows setting up the switch used to activate the INPUT control used to start (not stop) the motor.
CAUTION: We recommend to ALWAYS! Remove the propellers during testing, if this is not possible make
sure you take the appropriate safety precautions.
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6.5 · MODEL (MULTICOPTER)
The “MDL” menu of “MULTICOPTER” shares a lot of predefined mixes with the other model types , except
for “RUD SET”. The “setup guide” will go in to more detail about how to program a “MULTICOPTER” model.

6.5.1

MODE

Overview of the mode menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “MODE” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button, then
select “MODE”. Here the user can program function “MODE” to send signal to FC， for changing the
working mode of FC. Assign a switch to a output value wanted，the channel of “MODE” would output this
value once the switch is triggered. If the switches of several modes were triggered the same time, the
“MODE” with higher number will be actived.

Right side of the screen

“SWITCH” : Allows setting up the switch used to activate the desired “MODE”.
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6.5.2

GYRO

Overview of the gyro menu screen
The illustration above is an example of the “GYRO” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button
followed by PgDn, then select “GYRO”. Here the user can remotely (only when the installed model hardware
support this feature) adjust the gain on a 3 axis gyro on each of the 5 available “FLIGHT MODES” (The
default value is 50).
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6.6 · MODEL (CUSTOM)
Custom model type does contain preassigned mixes and “input map”, as these can both be created using
the “MIXER” “LOGIC SWITCHES” and “CURVE LBRARY” menus. It allows the user to start with a clean
AETR setup on which he/she can add features as disired.

6.6.1

MIXER

Overview of the mixer menu 1/32 screen
The illustration above is an example of the “MIXER” menu, to enter this menu press the “MDL” button, then
press PgDn and select “MIXER”. Here the user can program up to thirty-two channels to create new models
from scratch.
“AIL” : Is the name that is assigned to this “MIXER” so it can be found and assigned in output map,
“AIL,ELE,THR,RUD” are prebuild and represent the AETR. “MIXER5-32” represent the other available
channels that can be programmed, the names can be edited to fit the requirement of the user.
“MET” : Method, allows to change the insertion method of the signal produced by the mixer.
+ add on the signal produced by the “MIXER” to the selected output channel.
* multiply by
: replace with
“SCR” : Source, allows the user to assign a hardware input to operate the “MIXER”
“SW” : Switches, allows to assign an activation switch to turn the mix on or off, this can be done with
hardware switches and logic switches.
“F.MODE” : Flight mode, allows to determine during which mode the mixer is active.
“L_W” : Left Weight, allows to set the limits of the travel range of the signal to the left
“R_W” : Right Weight, allows to set the limits of the travel range of the signal to the right
“OFF” : Offset, allows to change the centre (0) position of the signal.
“CUR” : Curve, allows to add custom curves created in “CURVE LIBRARY” in to the “MIXER”
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Page 1/4 Interface 1

Overview of the mixer edit menu 1/4 screen
The illustration above is an example of the “MIXER UPDATE” menu, it’s the first of four program pages that
can be edited. Here the user can create the basis of the channel, where is coming from (SRC), when it’s
active (SW and F.MODE), and how it behaves (METHODE).

Page 2/4

Overview of the mixer edit menu 2/4 screen
The illustration above is an example of the “MIXER UPDATE” menu, it’s the second of four program pages
that can be edited. Here the user can modify the limits of the signal, this is similar to setting up “WEIGHT” in
“EXPO” and “CURVE LIBRARY”. Up to 5 “WEIGHTS” (W1-5) can be programmed and can be connected
with switches, “LOGIC SWITCHES” and “FLIGHT MODES” to determine when it may become active.
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Page 3/4

Overview of the mixer edit menu 3/4 screen
The illustration above is an example of the “MIXER UPDATE” menu, it’s the third of four program pages that
can be edited. Here the user can modify the center position of the signal, this is similar to setting up
“OFFSET” in “EXPO” and “CURVE LIBRARY”. Up to 5 “OFFSET” (o1-5) can be programmed and can be
connected with switches, “LOGIC SWITCHES” and “FLIGHT MODES” to determine when it may become
active.

Page 2/4

Overview of the mixer edit menu 4/4 screen
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The illustration above is an example of the “MIXER UPDATE” menu, it’s the last of four program pages that
can be edited. Here the user can assign created curve in “CURVE LIBRARY”. Up to 5 “WEIGHTS” (W1-5)
can be programmed and can be connected with switches, “LOGIC SWITCHES” and “FLIGHT MODES” to
determine when it may become active. As “WEIGHT” and “OFFSET” are identical programming options as in
“CURVE LIBRARY” the previous two menu pages can be skipped when the user uses curves created in
“CURVE LIBRARY”
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TELEMETRY MENU
7.1 TELEMETRY MENU
The “TELE” button gives instant access to the telemetry overview menu, here the user can monitor the
connected telemetry sensor data. The order of the menu can be changed via the “MDL/TELE SETUP”
menu, and the first page set in Screen position is also displayed on the home screen page 1/4.

Overview of the telemetry menu 1/8 screen
The illustration above is an example of the “TELE” menu page 1/8, it can be used to monitor the incoming
sensor data.

Overview of the telemetry menu 7/8 screen
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